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ABSTRACT

A block diagram for a basic electronic circuit breaker is developed, 

.and the basic circuit breaker is modified to provide a preset time delay, 

which allows the source to .supply specified short-term overloads of 

current to the load without activating the circuit breaker. The basic 

circuit breaker is further modified to provide an automatic reset when

ever the overload condition is corrected.

A new threshold detector circuit is developed for use in an 

electronic circuit breaker with a preset time delay, and a transducer is 

developed for use where essentially zero voltage drop can be tolerated 

across the element sensing the load current level. Finally, a series 

voltage regulator with built-in overload protection is developed as an 

example design of a solid state circuit breaker. This design provides 

both an automatic reset and a preset time delay.

The circuits are thus made available for a wide variety of over

load protection problems, and the particular configuration used depends 

upon the requirements imposed by the problem.

ix



Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION

It is often desirable to use an electronic circuit breaker for 

overload protection because fuses, magnetic circuit breakers,.and thermal 

circuit breakers generally do not operate fast enough to provide adequate 

protection for solid state circuitry. A considerable number of suitable 

electronic overload protection circuits* have been developed with the 

emphasis placed primarily on the speed of response. However, it is 

generally undesirable to have the circuit breaker operate any faster 

than is absolutely necessary to provide the required protection. This 

delayed operation is necessary so that short-term, transient, overloads 

of current, as might be required by an uncharged capacitive load, can be 

supplied without causing the load to be disconnected from the source.

This problem of providing a predetermined, preset, time delay is to be 

considered, and a circuit .is to be developed to provide the desired time 

delay. -

•After an overload has occurred, it is generally desirable to 

have the electronic circuit breaker reset automatically whenever the 

overload condition has been corrected. This problem of providing an 

automatic reset is to be considered, and a circuit is to be developed 

to provide an automatic reset. Additionally, it is sometimes necessary 

to be able to sense the magnitude of the load current without introducing

* The Selected Bibliography lists several references to existing
designs.
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any appreciable voltage drop In the current.carrying conductor; this 

problem is also to be considered, and a circuit is to. be developed to 

provide the desired means of, current level sensing;.

• We begin by developing the general considerations pertaining to 

an electronic circuit breaker in Chapter 2. A block diagram for a basic 

electronic circuit breaker Is developed, and it uses a threshold detector, 

Or comparatorf to convert a continuous input signal, proportional to the 

load current\ to a binary output signal; The input signal to the 

threshold detector is from a transducer which converts the load current 

signal into a signal which is suitable for the input of the threshold 

detector* The binary.output of the threshold detector is then made to 

change State whenever the load current exceeds some maximum allowable 

value and is used as a trigger for a memory circuit „ Once the memory 

circuit has been triggered, and its binary output has changed state, 

the output remains in the new state regardless of the level of the input 

signal* The binary output of the memory is then used to control an \ 

electronic switch which actually disconnects the load from the source 

after the overload has occurred. An electronic circuit breaker built 

in accordance with this block diagram is capable of very rapid response 

since the speed of response is limited only by the relatively small 

Switching times involved* The basic block diagram is then modified, by 

the addition of an integrator circuit, to provide a preset time delay 

and is further modified, by the addition of a pulsing circuit, to 

provide an automatic reset» ■ * '

In Chapter 3 we investigate the threshold detector, dr comparator, 

circuit. A basic Schmitt trigger circuit is reviewed, but the primary
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emphasis is placed on a transformer coupled, regenerative trigger 

circuit, which is shown to have essentially zero hysteresis and excellent 

temperature stability. Experimental data is supplied for temperature 

stability, and the various pertinent waveforms are presented. An 

integrator circuit is then added to the transformer coupled, regenerative 

trigger circuit to provide a preset time delay capability, and the 

pertinent waveforms of the integrator circuit are presented.

In Chapter 4 we investigate the transducer, and it is shown that 

a resistor can generally be used as the transducer. However, it is also 

shown that a flux-sensitive resistor, magnetoresistor, can be used when 

essentially zero voltage drop can be tolerated across the transducer,

A temperature stable circuit is designed using the flux-sensitive 

resistor, and experimental data is supplied for the design. ■

In Chapter 5 we use the above circuits in an example design of a 

series voltage regulator with built-in overload protection. ■ The circuit

uses a transformer coupled, regenerative trigger and integrator circuit 

as the threshold detector, a resistor as the transducer., a multivibrator 

as the memory, and the series pass transistor of the regulator as the 

electronic switch. A preset time delay is also provided by the 

transformer coupled, regenerative trigger and integrator circuit, and 

an automatic reset is provided by using a monostable multivibrator for 

the memory.

A summary is presented in Chapter 6, and some concluding remarks 

are made concering various applications of the above circuits.



GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

The basic function of an electronic circuit breaker is to 

accurately detect a given, maximum allowable, load current level and to 

disconnect the load from the source,when the load current exceeds this 

level. This problem, of accurately detecting a given level, suggests 

that we might consider developing an electronic circuit breaker around 

a threshold detector circuit.

The threshold detector, or comparator, provides a binary output ■ 

level change whenever the input signal level exceeds some threshold 

value. We then need some transducer to provide an input signal to the 

threshold detector which is proportional to the load current and which; 

exceeds the threshold level of the threshold detector precisely when 

the load current exceeds the maximum allowable value. We also need an 

electronic switch to actually disconnect the load from the source when 

the load current exceeds the maximum allowable value. However, the 

output of the threshold detector cannot generally be used directly to 

actuate the electronic switch, because once the load has been disconnected 

from the source, the threshold detector output reverts to the original 

state, and the load is reconnected to the source. We then need a memory 

circuit to ensure that the load remains disconnected after the overload 

has occurred. The output of the memory changes state when the threshold 

detector changes state, but it then remains in that state until it, ip 

reset, regardless of the state of the threshold detector.

Chapter 2

4
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2.1 Block Diagram

A block diagram for a basic electronic circuit breaker is shown 

in Figure 2.1. The transducer monitors the load "current and provides a 

related signal to the threshold detector.. Whenever the load current 

exceeds, the maximum allowable value, the output of the threshold detector 

changes state, and this output level change of the threshold detector 

causes the memory to change state. The memory then remains in the new 

state until it is reset, and the output of the memory circuit controls 

the electronic switch which actually disconnects the load from the 

source. Circuit breaker operation is thus seen to be provided by this 

arrangement of circuits since the load is indeed connected to the source 

until the load current exceeds the maximum allowable value. Once the 

Toad current exceeds the maximum allowable value, the load is electrically 

disconnected from the source, and it remains disconnected until the 

memory is reset.

An electronic circuit breaker designed in accordance with this 

block diagram, Figure 2.1, can be expected to operate very fast.

Response time for the circuit breaker is limited only by the relatively 

small operating times for the circuits involved, primarily the "turn-off" 

time for the electronic switch. It is important to note that once the 

overload has occurred and the memory has been triggered, the circuit 

breaker is latched-up in the stable state where the load is disconnected 

from the.source. . This is often an undesirable feature because it implies 

that any small transient overload; as .might be required by an uncharged 

capacitive load, will cause the load to be disconnected.
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Figure 2.1 Basic Electronic Circuit Breaker
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Figure 2.2 Basic Electronic Circuit Breaker with Preset Time Delay
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2.2 Preset Time Delay

A preset time delay must be provided between the time an over

load appears and the time the memory circuit is triggered if short-term, 

transient ? overloads of current are to be permitted. If the overload 

condition is not corrected within the prescribed time, the load is 

•disconnected from the source, but if the overload is corrected within 

the prescribed time, the load remains connected to the source. Note 

that this is hot solely a matter of delaying the trigger pulse in time 

because the memory must not be triggered at all if the overload disappears 

before the end of the prescribed time.

The time* delay function can be added to the basic block diagram 

as shown in Figure 2.2. The time delay circuit is to provide a trigger 

to the memory circuit some prescribed time after the overload appears, 

if and only if the overload condition remains throughout this period of 

time. A "stop" signal path Is included in Figure 2.2 to indicate that 

the time delay circuit must not trigger the memory circuit at all if the 

output of the threshold detector returns to the original state before 

the end of the given period of time. The amount of time delay allowable 

must be determined from a consideration of the protection required,

2.3 Automatic Reset

The memory can be reset manually after the overload condition 

has been corrected, but it is sometimes desirable to have the memory 

reset automatically. A pulsing circuit, which is keyed into operation 

at overload, can be used to periodically reset the memory. If the over

load has been corrected, the electronic switch remains closed when the
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memory is reset. However 7 if the overload condition has not .been 

corrected, then the electronic switch closes, but the overload condition 

again causes the memory to be triggered, and the load is again discon

nected, The repetition rate of the pulses from the pulse generator must 

be made sufficiently slow so that the pulses of overload current are 

tolerable, A modification of the basic block diagram incorporating a 

pulsing circuit to provide an automatic reset capability is shown in 

Figure 2.3, and a block diagram for an electronic circuit breaker 

including both a preset time delay and an automatic reset is shown in 

Figure 2.4.

In Chapter 3 we turn our attention to the threshold detector, or 

comparator, circuit.
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load

I RESET

TRANSDUCER
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Figure 2.3 Basic Electronic Circuit Breaker with Automatic Reset
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CIRCUIT

TRANSDUCER

MEMORY

ELECTRONIC
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Figure 3.4 Electronic Circuit Breaker wi1h both Preset Time Delay
and Automatic Reset



THRESHOLD DETECTOR

As we have seen in Chapter 2, the threshold detector, or 

comparator, is one of the basic circuits of an electronic circuit breaker 

of the type We are considering. The threshold detector is used to 

provide an output trigger, usually a binary level change, whenever the 

input signal level exceeds some threshold value. If a preset time delay 

is not required, the memory can be triggered directly from the output of 

the threshold detector, and the only requirement placed on the threshold 

detector is that the threshold level must remain constant at all times. ■ 

Then, once the load current exceeds the maximum allowable value and the 

input to the threshold detector exceeds the threshold level, the output 

of the threshold detector triggers the memory, and the electronic switch 

disconnects the load. The input signal to the threshold detector then 

drops to zero, and the output of the threshold detector returns to Its 

original state, but the memory ensures that the load remains disconnected 

even though .the output of the threshold detector has returned to its 

original state.

If, on the other hand, a preset time delay is required, the 

memory must be triggered from the output of a time delay circuit, and 

the threshold detector must provide the desired signals to the time delay 

circuit. The first requirement placed on the threshold detector for this 

application is that the threshold level must again remain constant at all 

times. Once the load current exceeds the maximum allowable value, the

Chapter 3

10
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input to the threshold detector again exceeds the threshold level, but 

now the output of the threshold detector triggers the time delay circuit 

into operation. If the load current remains above the maximum allowable 

value for the required time, then the delay circuit provides a trigger 

to the memory circuit which causes the electronic switch to disconnect 

the load. However, if the load current should fall below the maximum 

allowable value at any time during the delay time, then the memory 

circuit must not be triggered at all.

We have implicitly required that the threshold level of the 

threshold detector must be precisely the same for the load current 

increasing as it is for the load current decreasing; that is, the 

threshold detector circuit must exhibit essentially zero hysteresis on 

the threshold detector. Thus we see that a constant threshold level is 

always required of the threshold detector and that essentially zero 

hysteresis is. also required of the threshold detector if a preset time 

delay is to be provided by the electronic circuit breaker. Let us now 

examine two specific threshold detector circuits.

3.1. Schmitt Trigger

A Schmitt trigger circuit is probably the most familiar threshold 

detector circuit, and a typical Schmitt trigger circuit is shown in 

Figure 3.1. A qualitative description of the operation of the circuit 

is given here, but the reader is referred to the literature1 for more 

detailed considerations. Let us define a transistor to be "on" when it 

is operating in the forward active region or in the saturation region 

and to be "off" when the transistor is cutoff, conducting at most some
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+ Vcc

Figure 3.1 Schmitt Trigger Circuit
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small leakage current. Frequent references to Figure 3.1 should prove 

helpful in following this discussion.

Assuming that the input signal voltage, V^n, is equal to zero, 

transistor Q2 is on and is usually saturated, transistor Q1 is off, the 

emitter voltage, Ve , is at some positive value, and the output voltage, 

V0ut’ is at the low state, near V The output voltage, Vou^, remains 

low, regardless of the value of until V̂, n exceeds the threshold

value, for the circuit; is greater than by some relatively

small base~to~emitter voltage drop of Qj_. Transistor then begins to 

conduct a collector current which lowers the collector voltage of 

and hence the base voltage of Q2. Transistor Q2 then conducts less 

current, and the voltage Ve tends to be reduced which in turn causes 

to conduct more heavily. This regeneration continues until Q0 is off 

and is on; the output voltage, . is then at the high state, near

Vcc„ The output voltage then remains high until is reduced to some

threshold value, , which is generally considerably lower than ; 

Vout then returns to the original, low, state.

The Schmitt trigger generally exhibits considerable hysteresis

and hence is better suited to electronic circuit breaker applications,

of the type we are.considering, that do not require a preset time delay.

Note that the reference voltage, ? is derived from a loaded voltage

divider consisting of + Ri anci the parallel combination of R2 and

the input impedance of transistor Q2 . The voltage is then dependent

upon the supply voltage V , and hence, means must be employed to ensure

that V is.held constant if the threshold level is to remain invariant. cc
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3.2 .Transformer, Coupled Regenerative Trigger

A transformer coupled, regenerative trigger circuit2, shown in 

Figure 3.2, can be used as a threshold detector. To understand qualita

tively the operation of the circuit, assume that is set to zero.

Transistor is then on, transistor is off, the. emitter voltage, V ■,

is below the reference voltage Vref > ■ by the base-to-emitter voltage drop,

Vbe2, °n transistor Q^, and the output voltage, Vou^? is below Vcc by the

voltage drop across the load resistor, . The output voltage, Vou^,

remains at this "low" level until the input voltage, V^n , is raised to a

level just below . Transistor then begins to conduct a collector

current, 1^,, which flows through the primary of the pulse transformer,

T^, inducing a voltage, , on the secondary of T_̂ , This voltage

then opposes ^Tef and hence reduces the base and emitter currents of .

The reduced emitter current of Q0 tends to reduce V which allows Q . to. ̂ e 1
conduct more heavily. In this manner, regeneration causes to be on 

and to be off. .

As soon as the collector current of reaches a steady value, 

the magnetization of the core of T^ begins to change value, and the 

voltage Vgj_ begins to decay toward zero. When the voltage Vg  ̂becomes 

sufficiently small, transistor Q2 again begins to conduct some emitter 

current which tends to raise the voltage . • Transistor then conducts 

less collector current which induces a voltage, on. the secondary of

T^. This voltage ¥^2 then aids ¥^^^ and hence causes to be on and 

to be off. Once the collector current of ceases, the magnetization 

of the core of T^ again must change value, and the voltage V  ̂begins to
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Figure 3.2
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Transformer Coupled, Regenerative Trigger Circuit
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Figure 3.3 Transistor Model
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•decay toward zero. When the voltage Vs2 become sufficiently small, 

transistor again begins to conduct a collector current and a new cycle 

is initiated/ '

As is .further increased, the circuit continues to oscillate

until V£n is raised just above vref. Transistor is then on and .Q̂  is

off, and the voltage, V,,,, is high, near V . The circuit is thus seen• • OUT . . CC
to exhibit three distinct states, a low state when is on and is 

off, a high.state when is on arid is off, and an astable state when 

and are alternately on and off. The circuit is operating in the 

astable state when. is equal to vre£» and the circuit remains astable, 

at most) for •eqtin-l': to- Yref :pTh.s or minus a base-to-emitter voltage 

drop.

Let us consider a simplified quantitative analysis of the circuit 

shown in Figure 3,2 using the simple transistor model shown in Figure 3.3. 

Letting V|n equal to zero, we find that

I  ̂= ' "ref,cq2 *2 -%— / (3.1)

and hence that

Vout •.'<« - Rl-R=3
(3.2)

The voltage at the collector of transistor Q1, V _ , is equal to V ,± cqi cc
and the emitter voltage is equal to Vrc(-, assuming zero resistance in 

the transformer winding:. To keep track of these voltages, the pertinent 

waveforms to be developed in this•analysis are shown in.Figure 3.4, and 

frequent references to that figure may prove helpful in following this 

analysis.
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figure 3.4 Analytical Waveforms, Trigger Circuit
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At. some time, , the input voltage is made equal to V.^-. 

fransigten then begins to conduct some collector current, and this 

eurreht increases.to the value

W  ° %i % (3.3)

with the time constant

r, r (3 = 4)

w h e f e L ^  i§ the leakage inductance of the transformer, = . We will 
assume that the transformer may. be represented by the leakage inductance 
for the leading edge response and by the magnetising inductance for the 
flat top response = fhe collector voltage, , is reduced to

v,W  * vce ■-*! 48 s (S.S)

with the time constant 2%, and the base voltage, V, ,, is reduced to "... .1 bqi

Vbq2 Vrcf “^l R2’
R3

(3.6)

with the same time constant» Transistor is cutoff , and hence Vout
rises to V * At time t̂ , the collector current, I ,, has reached theC C Ci CC('l
steady state value given in Equation 3.3, and the voltage across the 

transformer begins to decay toward zero with a time constant

' ' ' L ' : ' . ■
■ c (3.7)

where L. is the magnetizing inductance of the transformer, . Hence,

. the voltage decays toward with the time constant 2^, and at



.Some ,time the voltage reduced to the point where .Q^.conducts

some emitter current. 'The emitter current from Q„ causes a decrease of

collector current, 1 ^9 !' ^or transistor Q^, and this current decays : :
vr-o" ■ • . ;Vv ' ■ ' •  ■; ' ’ : . :

/ofowafd;;zefb;;yitii: the tiWe cohsfatit;:, T  ; The collector voltage, V.

then rises to ■ . - ■ y: './o, . - v -
cqV

. .y
and.

% ' -f .. y • "v ' -
W  *-VCC,*

. : y ' y n yy; ^  V ,3

(3.8)

(3.9)

both with time constant ‘T^. The emitter voltage is constrained to rise
Vvin accordance with the base voltage, Vbq2’ and hence Ve rises to

e - vref 1. (3.10)

The collector current, increases to
■ ' Cq<i ' • /V

= eC2' Vref 3/^2
R,

(3.11)

and hehce Vout is reduced to

vout- = Vcc - *2 : Rj, (3.12)

both with time constant T, . At time t̂ , the collector current, I ,
;%Vy- ; . . y ' - ; - ■ , . ■ :q'

has reached a new steady state value, and the voltage across the trans- 

former begins to decay toward zero with a time constant Hence; the

voltage Vb q 2  decays toward Vre£ with the time constant ,Tp, and at some

timeV f*>' the vbitage V f i s  reduced to the point where conducts some
. ■ ' . • • : .

collector current,ahd a. new cycle is initiated. .
' 'y; y; ' . ■ ' : • ■ : . f y ■ - .

The simplified analysis above has neglected the base-to-emitter
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voltage drops of the transistors, so let us now- consider them qualitatively 

The circuit is operating in the astable mode' for equal to and

we expect that the circuit continues to operate in the astable mode for 

some variation of about this level. Let us define the lower bound

of .the astable state to be the level of Vin at which Q1 - just begins to 

conduct a collector current sufficient to cause regeneration; that is, 

the minimum value of which causes astable operation. We can see

from the waveform of > Figure 3.4, that the time between t^ and t̂

is reduced because must rise only to a level V^n which is below

^ref before again turns on. We can also see from the same waveform 

that the time between t. and t^ is increased because V must decay to 

essentially before the reduced voltage can cause to again

turn on. Therefore, for the lower bound we can expect that the output 

voltage waveform, V ^ , has become nonsymmetrica 1 with the off -.time for 

Q2 decreasing and the on time increasing, which together may have altered 

the period.

Let us def ine the upper bound to be the level of XL n at which 

is almost continuously conducting; that is, the maximum value of 

which causes astable operation. We can see from the waveform of ?

Figure 3.4, that the time between t2 and tg is increased because 

must rise essentially to ^ref before the voltage ^rc£ can cause Q2 to 
turn on. We can also see from the same waveform that the time between 

t^ and 12 is reduced because  ̂must only decay to a level XL ̂  which 

is above ^re£ before Q- again turns ori. Therefore, for the upper bound 

we can expect that the output voltage waveform, vout> has become' 

nonsymmetrical with the off time for CL increasing and the on -time
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decreasing, which together may have altered the period..

The addition o.f source resistance to the analysis, will again

influence the waveforms. A source resistance on the V ^ supply will

cause the. waveform shown in Figure 3.4 to shift upwards at time t̂

with the effect that the time between t^ and. t̂  is reduced, and hence

the off time of transistor Q0 is reduced. A source resistance on the

Vi supply will cause V. to be increased above V _ so that the time m  -m ref
between t and t is reduced because V need decay only to a level of 4 "5 bq2
Vin,.which is greater than before transistor again turns.on.

The on time of transistor is hence reduced for this case.

Let us define hysteresis to be the difference between the input

level, V^n , at which the circuit becomes as table, and the input level

at which the circuit becomes stable, for either bound. That is, the

circuit exhibits hysteresis when the input level may be increased to say

the lower bound, where the circuit becomes astable, and may then be

reduced below that level with the circuit remaining astable. This circuit

may exhibit hysteresis if the supply has a relatively large source

impedance and if a capacitor is placed across the terminals of the source.

The effect of the capacitor is to average the waveform which will

effectively reduce the reference voltage due to the nonsymmetrical nature

of V, _. This reduced voltage permits V. to be reduced below the level bq2 in
at which.the circuit became astable while the circuit remains astable.

Therefore, the circuit may exhibit hysteresis unless one ensures that

the source resistance of. the V supply is small.'ref
Let us now look at some experimental data on a typical design 

of this circuit.
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3„3 Experimental Data

The following experimental data was taken for the transformer

coupled regenerative trigger circuit shown in Figure 3.5. The waveforms

of V and V , are shown in Figure 3.6, and the waveforms of V, _ andcq2 cql „ bq2
Ve are shown in Figure 3.7; all the waveforms are for the particular 

case of V-n equal to Vr ■£, The agreement between these waveforms and . 

the ones sketched in Figure 3.4 is very good, considering that the time * 

scale of Figure 3.4 is not specified. The effect of varying below

and above- Vre£ is shown in Figure 3.8; note that the symmetry has been 

altered in accordance; with the previous qualitative analysis. Figure 3.9 

shows the rise and fall times, and the time constants involved are in 

good agreement with the quantitative analysis'.

Considering now the temperature behavior of the circuit, Table 

3.1 is a tabulation of data for the temperature dependence of the upper, 

Vjj, and lower,' V^, bounds of the as table state. The data was taken for 

eleven different transistor units with the complete circuit shown .in 

Figure 3.10 in the oven. The data from Table 3.1 is plotted in Figure 

3.11, where only the extreme values are plotted, but all other curves lie 

within the shaded regions bounded by these extreme curves, The mean 

values of the data is also plotted in Figure 3.9 as the dashed lines.

The temperature coefficients of the mean value are:

Upper Bound: T.C. - - A4iL.6 = + 0.446 (3.13)
100- 30 °C

Lower Bound: T.C. = ~184-8 ~ = _ 0.496 mv (3.14)
100 - 30 °C

To explain this behavior, we might first consider the temperature
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& Q0 are 2N916 
is Sprague 41Z3

+ 20 V

0-10

Figure 3.5 Experimental Transformer Coupled, Regenerative Trigger 
Circuit



Figure 3.6(a) Vcq2 with V£n equal to Vref
Vertical Scale is 5 volts/ div 
Horizontal Scale is .^usec/div

Figure 3.6(b) ^cql ^ith V£n e(|ua 1 to Vrc£
Vertical Scale is 3 volts/div 
Horizontal Scale is 5yu.sec/div



Figure 3.7(a) Vbq2 with vin eclual to vref
Vertical Scale is 2 volts/div 
Horizontal Scale is 5/< sec/div

Figure 3.7(h) Vp with n equal to ^re£
Vertical Scale is 2 volts/div 
Horizontal Scale is sec/div



Figure 3.8 Upper Trace is \'cq2 wit h Vin < Vref
Lower Trace i s V cq2 with Vin ) vref
Vertical Scale is 5 vo11 s/div
Horizonta 1 Scale is 5y< sec/div



Figure 3.9(a) Rise Time V .cq2
Vertical Scale is 3 vdlts/div 
Horizontal Scale is 20 nanosec/div

Figure 3.9(b) Fall Time V ^ ,
Vertical Scale is 5 volts/div 
Horizontal Scale is 20 nanosec/div
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Table 3,1 Temperature Data on the Bounds of the Astable State
for the Circuit of Figure 3.10

Vu , Upper Bound 
.Unit No.

T(OC) 1 2 ■ 3 • 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Me a n
30 143 143 132 146 143 135 146 144 148 142 146 142.6
35 144 144 131 148 142 138 150 146 148 143 146 143.7
. 40 148. 147 135 151 146 144 151 149 15-1 146 150 147.1
45 151 . 149 136 153 146 147 158 152 155 148 150 149.5
50 153 153 137 155 .150 150 158 153 156 151 152 151.6
55 157 156 140 158 154 152 161 158 157 154 156 154.8
60 158 157 .144 160 155 154 167 159 161 158 159 157.5
65 161 160 145 163 159 157 169 161 164 160 161 160.0
70 162 164 145 165 161 157 168 166 167 161 164 161.8
75 164 167 149 167 164 161 ' 171 168 167 165 166 164.5
80 167 169 151 168 165 162 174 171 168 166 169 166.4
85 168 170 153 170 165 164 174 172 171 167 170. 167.6
90 169 172 154 172 . 166 165 177 .171 173 170 173 .169.3
95 170 173 154 174 169 167 178 175 176 171 175 .171.1

100 175 175 157 176 170 170 182 ' 177 180 173 177 173.8

30 148 151 • 163 147
V
154

Lower
152

Bound 
145 148 148 149 146 150.1

35 153 152 163 150 154 157 148 149 - 149 150 149 152.2
40 154 155 165 152 159 160 151 152 151 153 150 154.7
45 159 158 168 154 162 164 154 154 155 158 154 158.2
50 160 161 173 156 164 168 156 158 156 159 156 160.6
55 164 164 174 159 166 169 161 160 160 164 158 163.6
60 164 166 177 162 170 171 161 164 161 165 160 165.5
65 167 169 178 166 171 175 163 166 164 169 164 168.4
70 169 173 182 169 175 177 166 168 168 171 164 171.1
75 172 174 184 171 178 179 167 .168 168 175 163 173.1
80 174 176 187 172 1.80 181 169 173 170 176 170 175.3
85 177 179. 189 174 182 184 173 174 173 179 173. 177 ,.d
90 178 181. ■ 191 . 178 184 185 173 177 176 181 175 179.9
95 182 183 192 181 ' 186 187 177 • 180 178 183 179 182.6
100 184 185 196 184 189 190 178 133 180 .184 ] 80 184.8



Ql, Q2 is an M3021 
Ti is 37 turns of #24 wire, 
primary & secondary, wound 
on a pot core.

+ 12V

1 .IK

1 .IK
1 . IK

Figure 3.10 Another Experimental Transformer Coupled, Regenerative 
Trigger Circuit
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Figure 3.11 Bounds of the As table State Versus Temperature for the
Circuit of Figure 3.10
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dependence of the base-to~emitter junctions. We find that the base-to-

emitter junction has a negative temperature coefficient which fails to

satisfy the indicated dependence. The next consideration might be the

temperature dependence of the common emitter current gain, /S,, and here

indeed, we find that/8 has the required positive, linear temperature

dependence over the region of concern. The overall temperature dependence

is then the combination of both V, and/8 variations. For the lowerbe
bound, we find that X? increases as temperature increases and hence that 

transistor can be. just turned on sufficiently.to cause regeneration 

for sThaller input voltages as temperature increases. For the upper 

bound, the symmetrical, case applies, where 0 for transistor has a- 

.temperature dependence which permits the input voltage to be increased 

with increased temperature while the circuit remains astable.

The fact that the curves shown in Figure 3.11 are linear implies 

that temperature compensation can be achieved for one of the bounds by 

making ^ v a r y  linearly with temperature in the proper direction. It 

has been shown^ that zener diodes^ having a nominal zener voltage of 

approximately five volts have temperature coefficients of approximately 

zero. Those zener diodes with smaller nominal zener voltages have a 

negative temperature coefficient and those with larger nominal voltages 

have a positive temperature coefficient, A zener diode having approxi

mately the correct temperature coefficient can then be used to regulate 

Vref. The temperature coefficient is also dependent on the bias current, 

and hence the bias current to the zener diode can be varied until the 

overall circuit is temperature stable for the desired bound on the astable
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state.. This will ? however, generally .require setting the zener diode 

current to the desired level experimentally. Figure 3.12 is a circuit 

which is temperature stable for the upper bound of the astable state, 

and Figure 3.13 is a plot of the input voltage, , versus temperature 

for various zener biasing resistors and hence for various zener bias 

currents. The value of the zener biasing resistor which makes the circuit 

temperature stable was determined.experimentally.

Let us how consider the way we can use this transformer coupled, 

regenerative trigger circuit in an electronic overload protection circuit 

to achieve the preset time delay. Specifically, let us look at some 

additional circuitry.

3.4 Integrator

Let us now turn our attention to the problem of providing a 

preset time delay between the time the input voltage to the threshold 

detector exceeds the threshold level and the time the output of the time 

delay circuit provides an appropriate trigger for the memory circuit.

The transformer coupled, regenerative trigger circuit is astable whenever 

the input voltage is within the upper, , and lower, V̂. , bounds. Some 

additional circuitry is required to convert the signal from the trigger 

circuit into a signal that is suitable to trigger the memory circuit at 

the end of the specified delay time. It has been shown that the upper 

bound can be made temperature stable so let us assume that is the 

desired threshold level. . Further, let us provide a constant current to 

a capacitor during the time the input of the regenerative trigger circuit 

is high, near Vcc, so that the voltage across this capacitor is an.



. Q, is an NUO.U 
I'i is 37 turns of #?A wire. 
primary & secondary, wound 
on a pot core.

1 . IK

CR1
1N751 
5.1 V.

1. IK

1 .IK0-10V

Figure 3.12 A Circuit which has a Temperature Stable Upper Bound
on the As table State

5.20

«— »
5.10

Temperature (°C)
Versus Temperature for Various Values of R

Circuit of Figure 3.13
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■increasing ramp. Let us also provide a transistor switch in parallel 

with the capacitor which is closed whenever the output of the regenerative 

trigger circuit is low, "near ^ref* We now require that the ramp voltage 

must exceed some predetermined level before it can trigger the memory 

circuit thereby providing.the required time delay. Note that if the 

threshold level is to be at Vy then we must further require that the 

natural period of the regenerative trigger circuit, where the natural 

period is defined for V^n equal to vre£i be made much.shorter than the 

time required for the ramp voltage to reach a sufficient level to trigger

the memory circuit . If the threshold level were desired at \f ̂  equal to
. ' ' ' : : ,

^ref’ then one would require a time delay of approximately one half of 

the natural period of the output waveform of the regenerative trigger 

circuit; The preset time delay is thus achieved in that the memory is 

triggered only if the input voltage to the regenerative trigger circuit 

exceeds the threshold value for the predetermined time. If the input to 

the regenerative trigger should fall below the threshold level at any 

time during the required delay time, then the transistor switch in parallel 

with the capacitor discharges the capacitor, and a new ramp must be 

initiated. This preset time delay .capability prevents short term over

loads of current and random noise signals from triggering the memory 

circuit?

Figure 3.14 " is the schematic of a transformer coupled, regenerative 

trigger circuit and the circuitry required to provide the preset time 

delay, capability, Transistor provides a constant collector current.

I^ at all times. Transistor provides a constant collector current



Vcc= + 20 Volts

1.5K 5.1V

Q2 & Q, are 
(2N°16)'s 5 Volt/1 yU. sec41Z3

yT  CR1 
1N751 
5.1V 1.5k0 .1/i-

Ol

Fi/ure 5.14 Transformer Coupled, Regenerative Trigger & integrator Circuit



current when the output df the regenerative trigger, > is low,

and provides no cuttent when is high .. Transistor Q îs ohi ;if .

. is. on, so that the output: voltage is clamped at zero during the; tittle 

Qg is on, Wheh switches to the high state, Qg and Q- turn off1',1

transistor Q . then provides the constant current 1. to. the capacitor 

and the voltage across the capacitor Cg, is then a ramp voltage

increasing With time from zero. The ramp voltage increases With time 

until either the memory is triggered or again switches to the low

" state,. .'If V .. Switches to the low state, transistor CL turns on again. ■ OU u 1 . . , ■ ' V1 • -; o■ . • ■ V ' . - : -V . - V v;:/:; .  ̂ - • . ' '
turning on discharging the capacitor 6g,; If,' dn. the other hand,

remains high, for a sufficiently long time,. then the' famp: voltage continues
: . ■■■ ;,' V. ■ ■ ■ : :

to increase with time until it has sufficient amplitude' ib trigger the
: - _ ,/ ' \ - ' ' ' 

memory circuit, The simultaneous waveforms of the output voltage of. the

transformer coupled, regenerative triggercircuity and the 5putput vo.lt age

of the time delay circuit are shown in Figure 3. iff a),. An. expanded version
■ ' ■ ' . . . : ■ . . • .• . .
of the ramp output is shown in Figure 3.15(b) to illustrate-the;linearity

of the ramp. The waveforms are for the circdit .shoWn in Figure 3,1,4.\ •;

Hysteresis is no longer a problem be cause the re gene f a t i ve trigger; :. 

circuit ideally exhibits no hysteresis in the astatile mode. There IS Some 

. threshold level, V , which the input • signal; WusWextiee^ for a predetermined
: . tl • ■ ". ' .. " '
time or else.the memory is riot triggered.at aflO. It does' not matter if

V. exceeds V by a large afflbUnt because the ramp, must still rise, to the
l n  ' : ' ' . .' . . . '

same level to trigger the memory. Also, if exceeds V fOr some time 
' ' • .'• ; ■ .... .. , ^ \ ■■ . . ' . 

less than the specified delay time, then the memory is not triggered

because the ramp does.not.rise to a sufficient amplitude to trigger the



Figure 3.15(a) Upper Trace is V^-, with V^n = Vrvf
T.ower Trace is Ramp Output, V , 
Vertical Scale is 5 volts/div 
Horizontal Scale is 5A sec/div

Figure 3.15(b) Expanded View of Ramp Output . ’••'out >
Vertical Scale is 2 volts/div 
Horizontal Scale is 5/c sec/div
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memory before transistor Q~ reduces the ramp to zero. Therefore, the 

circuit shown in Figure 3.14 provides the desired threshold defector ■ 

action and also provides the desired prese t time - del ay capabil ity.

In Chapter 4 we turn our attention to the transducer and to the 

problem of sensing a current level without introducing any appreciable 

voltage drop in the, current carrying conductor.



Chapter 4 

TRANSDUCER

As we have seen in Chapter 2, the transducer is another basic 

circuit of an electronic circuit, breaker of the type we are considering. 

The transducer is used to convert the load current signal into a signal, 

that is suitable for the input of the threshold detector, and to be 

suitable, the input signal to the threshold detector must exceed the 

threshold level at precisely the point where the load current exceeds 

the maximum allowable value.

In this chapter we consider the resistor and the flux-sensitive 

resistor as transducers.

4.1 Resistor

A resistor in series with the load is probably the simplest 

transducer available. The voltage, V, developed across the resistor is 

directly proportional to the load current, ly , with the proportionally 

constant, R , being the value of resistance used.. The only .objectionable 

feature of this transducer for use in an electronic circuit breaker is 

the voltage drop that is introduced into the current carrying.conductor,

4.2 Flux-Sensitive Resistor

A magnetic flux^sensitive resistor can be used as a transducer 

which introduces essentially, zero voltage drop in the current carrying 

conductor. The magnetic, flux-sensitive resistor, magnetoresistor, is 

a resistor with the property that its resistance is dependent upon the

-39
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magneticsflux density impressed upon the resistor. Figure 4,1 is the ■ 

characteristic curve of- the normalized resistivity, ,  of bulk 

Bismuth versus the magnetic flux density, B, at room temperathre, . 

derived from Hunt . Figure 4.2, also derived from Hunt, is a plot of 

normalized resistivity versus temperature for various values of B on 

bulk Bismuth. , .

To serve as a transducer, the magnetoresistor is placed in a 

narrow air gap in a soft iron core, the load current is passed through 

a few turns of a conductor wound on the core, and the magnetoresistor 

is biased with a constant current. The voltage, Vmr, developed across 

the magnetoresistor is then proportional to B and hence to the load 

current, The voltage drop in series with the load can be made very

small by using only a few turns of a very large diameter wire to conduct 

the load current and hence to generate B.

It is necessary to stabilize the magnetoresistive effect with 

respect to temperature to ensure that the voltage Vmr is temperature 

stable. Temperature stability can, be achieved by using two magneto

resistors in a circuit where the temperature effects cancel, and 

Figure 4.3 is the schematic diagram of such a circuit. The transistor 

is used as a constant current source of value 1 ,̂ where

Ic
^ < v z - veU)

Ri
(4.1)

The output voltage, Vout, is

Vout = Ic*2 = 0C(VZ-- veb) (4.2)
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Magnetic Flux Density
(Kilogauss)

Magnetoresistance Versus Magnetic Flux Density for 
Bulk Bismuth

Ga uss10 K

Temperature (°C)

Figure 4.2 Magnetoresistance Versus Temperature for Bulk Bismuth
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O  + V

Figure 4.3 Temperature Stable Magnetoresistive Transducer Circuit

IL

Core #1

B1 = Bbl ~ BL1

Core #3

B2 = Bh2 + BL2

Figure 4.4 Pictorial Representation of Magnetic Core Windings !nr 
a Magnetoresistive Transducer



For the special cake when R, and R0 are identical conventional resistors,

we have % , - % \ 1,
: ' ;

'‘■'m
%  = - W- (4.3)

- ' -
dtityUt M h  be m^db temperature stable, neglecting ariy

■ . \ 1 , ':'.:" /. .xV. ■
Variation in % ,  by selecting a Zener diode with a negative temperature 

cq dfficie nt Which jus t. c a neeIs the negative temperature coefficient of

the baSe^tq^emitter. junction of Q1'
To dembnstfate that the output voltage .g.iven: by Equation 4.3 is

: ■■■■■■, :Ir- .. :,v- •. ■'.also temFekatUre(vS:tahlS when magneto res istors are used as R and R , we
• ■ ’ 1 .

. assume that thei;magnetoresistance is some arbitrary) function, f* of the ;

magnetic flux density,'B , and, the temperature, T. Let

R, =.f1 < V - V '

R, =.f2 (B2, T2). 

Then f rom Equa tlon . 4.2 "r '

(4.4)

(4.5)

\ u t  = c<(v,:_ veb) t$ ^ :‘ (4.6)

But for identical .maghetofesistors, f^ = f^; for operation at the same 

temperature, T,. = T_; and fof the same flux densities, B = B we have

(4.7)

But this is the same as E4uafion 4.3 which has already been made 

temperature stable. •This temperature stable circuit, shown in Figure 4.3, 

provides a constant output voltage, voU .̂ = vc> whenever B^ is equal to
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#2. The output voltage, Vou ,̂ is less than Vc if is greater than B2, 

and VQUt is greater than if B1 is less than B2. Note, however, that 

only the voltage -Vq^  equal to Vc is temperature stable.

Let us now consider how to generate the flux densities B^ and 

B2, A bias winding and a load current winding are wound on each core; i 

as shown in Figure 4.4, which is a pictorial representation of the cores 

and the windings. We note that

and

B1 - Bbl BL1- 

b2 = Bb2 + BL2•

(4.8)

(4.9)

The flux generated by the load winding, , opposes the flux generated 

by the bias winding, B ^ , on core #1, but the flux generated by the load 

winding, B^, aids the flux generated by the bias winding, B ^ , on core 

#2. A few turns of a large diameter wire are used as the load current 

windings to generate the required flux density from the load current 

without introducing any appreciable voltage drop into the load current 

circuit. A large number of turns of a small diameter wire are used as 

the bias windings to generate a very large flux density from some small 

constant current. The bias windings are required to generate as large 

a B field as is practical, because the magnetoresistive effect is 

enhanced as the bias flux density is increased, as can be seen by 

considering the slope of the curve in Figure 4,1. Therefore, B^ is 

made as large as practical and

Bb2 = Bbl  ̂BL max’ (4.10)
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where Bj. max is yet to be defined. The bias fluxes are established; 

for a given constant bias current, 1 ,̂ if

Ni = % 1 i + /4 a (4.11)

and
-1

X4_i' + /£a
. J-g

(4.12)

where N is the required number of turns on the core, is the desired 

bias magnetic flux density,is the permeability, JL is the mean flux 

path length, and the subscripts i and a. refer to iron and air respectively# 

It would also be desirable to have be very large, but B^

must be kept small because of the associated inductance. The self 

inductance of the load current winding will, in fact, be the limiting 

factor in designing a magnetoresistive transducer for an electronic 

circuit breaker because the time constant must be kept small to ensure 

a small rise time. Let us now consider the problem of determining the 

maximum permissible value of B^ for a given time constant, T  , and a 

given load resistance R . The self inductance, L, is seen to be

L = M  = M E ,  . (4.13)
I I

where N is the number of turns on the core, A is the cross sectional 

area of the core, and B is the magnetic flux-density due to the current

I. Equation 4.13 can be written as

(4.14)AN2
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which can be solved for N, where

N = • L (&i \
-1 i-

(4.15)

The value of which is obtained.from these N turns is

BL max lL max 4-
î l̂a

(4.16)

This value of B^ max can now be substituted into Equations 4.10 and 

4.12 so. that all the windings of Figure 4.4 are.now specified.

Let us now consider the output voltage obtained as the load 

current, varies from zero to full load. From Equation 4.16, B^

varies from zero to the maximum value, B^ max, when IL varies from zero 

to full load. Therefore,

Bb l >  B1 >  <Bbl - bl max ) , (4.17)

and Bb 2 < B2 <  <Bb2 + BL max (B. . - Bt ) bl L max (4.18)

so B^ is equal to B^ when B^ is equal to B^ ^ x and B̂ . is greater than ■ 

&2 when B^ is less than B^ max- Because an analytical expression is not 

available, one must use graphical means to evaluate vou >̂ , From a good 

set of characteristic curves, one can read the resistance values and can, 

then determine from Equation 4.2,

Figure 4.5 is a plot of versus temperature for B^ equal to

Bl’ B2 equal to 1.2 B^, and B^ equal to.0.8 B^; these curves were 
determined by reading the resistivity off Figure 4.2 and by assuming 

identical magnetoresistors. From Figure 4.5, it can be seen that the 

gain, defined as the change in output voltage per kilogauss change in
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1.2 (B.)

+ 100
Temperature (‘ C)

Figure 4.5 Output Voltage Versus Temperature for the Magnetoresistive
Transducer

vcc O  
+20V

6K. Gauss1N748 
3.9 V,

2N1131

= 4K Gauss
1.8K

0 to 2k Gauss

Figure 4.6 Experimental Temperature Stable Magnetoresistive 
Transducer
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flux density, is decreasing' as temperature increases, but none the less, 

the output voltage is still temperature stable when B2 is equal to .

We now require that the threshold level of the threshold detector 

corresponds to the stable output voltage of the magnetoresistive transducer 

The gain requirement on the transducer is such that the change in the 

output voltage, at the highest operating temperature, must be sufficiently 

large to serve as a proper input to the threshold detector circuit. This 

gain of the magnetoresistive transducer can be increased if:

1. The bias flux density is increased. The limitation 

here is saturation of the iron and excessive power consumption.

2 . The bias current to the magnetoresistors is increased. 

The limitation here is the power dissipation in the magnetoresistors.

3. The load current flux density, B^, is increased.

The limitation here is the allowable value of self inductance.

4. The core design is improved to increase the flux 

densities. The limitations are the physical size of the magnetoresistor 

and the core materials available.

5. The magnetoresistor is replaced with a more sensitive

unit.

The magnetoresistive transducer can be designed around a specified 

rise time constant for the magnetic circuit, but the value of output 

voltage change actually obtained for the given load current change must 

be determined either graphically or experimentally. If the output 

obtained is insufficient, one must resort to one of the above methods of 

improving the gain or to the use of a stable d.c. voltage amplifier.
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. The circuit shown in Figure 4.6 was built as an example of a 

magnetoresistive transducer. The magnetoresistors are American Aerospace 

Controls Company part number MRA-11, and the characteristic curves shown 

in Figure 4.7 were supplied with the devices. The cores are standard 

E~I transformer laminations with a .020 inch air gap in the center leg. 

The first magnetoresistor, MR^, was biased with 6K gauss, and the second 

magnetoresistor, MR3 , was biased with 4K gauss. The load current winding 

was placed on the core of MR2 in such a direction that the flux aided 
the bias flux, and the load current winding was designed to produce 2K
gauss when the load current was at the maximum allowable value of one-

half ampere. The experimental curve of output voltage versus temperature 

is shown in Figure 4.8 along with the graphically derived curve. The 

graphically derived curve was obtained from Figure 4.2 and Equation 4.2 

in the following manner:

1. From Equation 4.2, we find that V_ , = X jfLL, where
p 2

X is to be determined.

2. We then set Equation 1 equal to the value of Vou .̂

obtained experimentally for = B2 = 6K 'gauss and solve for X.
3. We then read the values o f  ̂ and/Cg off Figure 4.2

and evaluate Vou -̂ from Equation 1.

Agreement between the theoretical and experimental curves is good, with 

a maximum error of 1.2 per cent. The gain of this magnetoresistive 

transducer is 80 millivolts per K gauss, but the gain could have been 

doubled by winding an opposing load current flux winding on the core of 

MR^, in addition to the winding on MR^, and changing the bias flux of 

MR^ to 8K gauss . ;
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Figure 4

Figure 4
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The threshold detector was investigated in Chapter 3 and the .7 

transducer in Chapter 4, but the remainder of the circuits used in the 

electronic circuit breaker under consideration here are mere conventional 

and hence will not be reviewed. However, let :us consider- a typical 

electronic overload protection circuit in Chapter 5.



Chapter 5 

EXAMPLE CIRCUIT

As an example problem, consider the design of a series voltage 

regulator with built-in overcurrent protection. For this particular 

problem, a resistor can be used as the transducer because the regulator 

can be designed so that the voltage drop across the transducer will not 

affect the regulator output voltage. If, on the other hand, the over- 

current protection were to be provided for an existing regulated supply, 

then the flux-sensitive resistor should be used as the transducer because 

of its inherently small voltage drop. That design would, however, proceed 

essentially the same as this one, except that the output signal would 

simply be the closure of an electronic switch to ground, which would 

either disable the existing regulator or open some electronic switch 

thereby disconnecting the load from the supply.

A transformer coupled, regenerative trigger and integrator circuit 

is used as both a threshold detector and a preset time delay. A monostable 

multivibrator is used as both a memory and an automatic reset, and the 

series pass transistor of the regulator is used as the electronic switch.

5.1 Basic Series Regulator

Let us first consider the basic series regulator as shown in 

Figure 5.1^. To perform as a voltage regulator, it is necessary that the 

output voltage, VoU ,̂ be independent of the value of load resistance,

Rl , and supply voltage, Vin, over the specified ranges. Let us determine
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Figure 5.1 Basic Series Voltage Regulator
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vvhat approximations are necessary in order that VQUt be independent of
«. i: ■■ - - v . " V  •• , ■■■
rL-

Transistor provides a constant output current

' : ■ 1. oe. V  :V<=bl . (5.1)
" ■ ■ 'V- : ■ k! ■ ■ '■ .■ ( V . ; :
into node a. The two currents leaving node a are the base current, 

lyg, to transistor and the collector current, I ^  to transistor Qgv 

Then' by Kirchoff’s current law

J1 - rb3 * rc2- <5:3>

The current entering the base of transistor Qg causes a corresponding

emitter current, I^g, to leave the emitter of Qg, where

Ie3 = C,33 * 1) Ib3. (5.3) ■

With the constraint that is very much greater than R^,

Vout = RL Ie3- . : , (5*4f

The voltage at the base of transistor Qg is provided by the fhevenin8

equivalent voltage source, Vgqg," where

Veq2 = Vout <m V  = m vo
■ R4

(5.5)

and Req2 = R 1' '1 " "" R - = m (1 ■- .): r4.
. : r4 ;

. (5.6)

current to transistor Qg must satisfy both.

(5.7)

The base
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and

Vout > we obtain

'out

;Veq2 " Vbe2 ~ Vz2
jReq2

m V0ut - Vbe2 ~ Vz2
Req2

m V - V ~ Vout bc2 z2
m 1(1 ~ m) R^ 4

.2, 5.3 , 5.4, 5.7 and 5,8 for

T) "t 7 *2 <V,2 " Vl,=2>'
k l _ 1 m (1 - m) R4

1 + r l
yS3 + 1. (1 - rn) r4

(5.8)

(5.9)

The output voltage,. V .̂, may.be assumed independent of Ry if

7 « ^ 2 -KL
(1 - m) R4

(1 - m) 
""^2 RL

(5.10)

(5.11)

and the inequality in Equation 5.11 is strengthened as A, and .^3 are 
made larger. Equation 5.9 can now be rewritten as.

, . ^  ( V 2 2  * vbe2>
m (1 - m) R,

out
* 2  \

(1 - m) R,

(5.12)

Restricting to be such that

S 2 (V22 * W
m (1 - m) R^

we find from Equation 5.12 that

V — z2 be2 ... out „

(5.13)

(5.14)
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Thus we have succeeded in obtaining an output voltage which is independent 

of both and . One additional feature of Equation 5.14 is that the 

two voltages, and can be made to have compensating temperature
■t . . . ; ' "

coefficients. The zener diode CR9 is chosen to provide a positive
temperature coefficient which just cancels the negative temperature

coefficient of the base-to-emitter junction voltage of Q^, insuring that

V , remains constant, out
As far as satisfying the approximations used in obtaining Equation

5.14, we note that Equation 5.11 can certainly be satisfied if can be

made sufficiently large, a n d c a n  be made very large by using two or

more transistors in a Darlington arrangement, as shown in Figure 5.2, to
’

replace Q^. Equation 5.13 may be rewritten as

ii «
$ 2  Vout 
(1 - m) (5.15)

but 1  ̂ can be made sufficiently small, even for large,, load currents if 

yg is made large enough, and it has just been stated that^^ may be. made 

sufficiently large,

Let us now determine the change"in output voltage as a function 

of the change in load current due only to changes in V and ,

assuming then that the approximations made are reasonable and that 

Equation 5.14 is valid. The zener diode, CR^, has some finite zener 

impedance so that the voltage is seen to be

A l
^ Vz2 ~ Zz

c2 (5.16)

The base-to-emitter junction may be assumed to be a fixed base resistance,
• • 6 • ’ • ■R^, and an emitter resistance, R^, where



[ A a  + /^3b (/^3a + 1)] Ib3 (/^3a + Ib3 / ^ 3 b + 1) (/^3a + L) Ib3

Figure 5.2 Darlington Connection

In-J
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Re ^
4 Ie2

(5.17)

ohms; k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature in °K, q is the 

electron charge, and is the d.c. emitter bias current of Q2 in
milliamps. Thus we have,

.Avbe2 = Rb Alb2 + Re Ale2

and Aic2

Rb (1 - oC2) + k T 
9 Ie2

l̂ >IL
a**

Aic2
<<2

(5.18)

(5.19)

if Al^ =; 0 , which is indeed the case since is provided by a constant 

current source.

Then AYout A Vz2 + AVbe2

oC2 m
A it

z_ + R. (1 - oC?) +
b 2 q I„,

“=2 » «3 ZZ * Rb t1 - •'a) * k T
4 I

(5.20)

Note thatZVou  ̂ is improved if 0  ̂ and are both made large. Note

also, however, that must be kept constant to ensure that Equation

5.26 is ture, and this will require either the use of a large bias

current for CR^ or two zener diodes in a double regulation scheme.

The above equations may be used to design a series voltage

regulator circuit, Figure 5.1, to provide the desired regulation. One
7additional requirement is a capacitor . such as in Figure 5.1, which 

is required to prevent oscillation. A capacitor, such as , is also 

generally included to suppress load transients. Let us now modify the
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regulator to provide inherent overcurrent protection. : '

5.2 Overload Protection Circuitry '

We will use the threshold detector and integrator circuit shown . ; 

in Figure 3.14 because it will provide a preset time, delay, and we desire 

a preset time delay here to permit the source to supply short term over

loads of current to the load. The source voltage, Vec, is supplied from, 

the unregulated side of the voltage regulator so that, it does pot fall:. 

to zero when the load is disconnected. A resistor is used as the trans

ducer i which provides an appropriate signal to the input of the threshold 
detector. The input voltage to the threshold detector is required to rise 

to the threshold level, , of the threshold detector when the load current

rises to the maximum allowable value. We then choose an

r = , C5.2D .T ,L max
and frequently we will want to use a variable resistor to provide control . 

over the maximum allowable load current value. The output of the threshold 

detector then triggers the memory circuit at the end of the preset time 

delay, providing the overload condition still prevails.

A monostable multivibrator^ is used to provide both the memory 

and the automatic reset. When the ramp output voltage from the threshold 

detector and integrator circuit exceeds some predetermined level, the 

multivibrator changes state, and this output is used to actuate the 

electronic switch. Once the multivibrator has been triggered, the output 

remains in the quasi-stable state, with the load disconnected, for some. , 

predetermined time, and the output then returns to the original, stable
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state, where the load is again connected to the source; however, if the 

overload is still present, the -cycle is simply repeated.

It is necessary to have the multivibrator remain in the quasi- 

stable state for a fairly long time so that the heat generated by the 

current pulses being supplied to the load is kept to a tolerable value. 

Figure 5.3 is the schematic diagram of a basic monostable multivibrator, 

but this circuit does not lend itself well to the nonsymmetrical operation 

desired because of the times required to charge and discharge ; however, 

the modified monos table multivibrator shown in Figure 5.4 overcomes this 

difficulty. Transistor is incorporated in Figure 5.4 to provide a

current I to transistor whenever the multivibrator is in the quasi

stable state, with transistors on and off. However, even after 

is again on and Qg is off, transistor Q ̂ continues to provide some 

current to the base of as long as C-̂ is charging. Thus the circuit 

may be designed so that remains saturated until is almost fully 

charged* which is some time after Qp turned off again. Transistor 

is then used to switch node a of the regulator to ground, causing , .

and hence Ij 9to cease.

The complete schematic of a series voltage regulator with built- 

in overload protection is shown in Figure 5.5, which is just the aggregate 

of the previously described circuits* The principal features of this 

circuit are a preset time delay and an automatic reset. Note that the 

voltage regulation is not degraded by the addition of the overload 

protection circuitry because none of the overload circuitry is on the 

load side of the voltage adjustment R^g or in series with or V 2„



Ramp Input
Q

Output

Figure 5.3 Basic Monostable Multivibrator
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Figure 5.4 Modified Monostable Multivibrator for use as a Memory and an Automatic Reset
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Figure 5.5 A Series Voltage Regulator with Inherent Overcurrent Protection Providing both a Preset Time Delay and an Automatic Reset O'09
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However, the supply providing the input voltage to the regulator will 

have to provide a larger voltage when the overload protection is used 

because of"the voltage drop across the transducer.

The circuit of Figure 5.5 is just one possible design and is 

included here by way of example only. Other designs will generally 

require that some of these same functional blocks be connected in some 

manner to provide the desired operation. We will summarize the previous 

work in Chapter 6 and point out some applications where the various 
circuits apply.

(



Chapter 6

SUMMARY '

An electronic circuit breaker, which has not previously appeared

in the literature, was developed in block diagram form, and the basic

circuit breaker was modified to provide a preset time delay between the

time an overload.appears and the time the load is actually disconnected

from the source. This preset time delay allows the source to supply
■ ‘ . ' • 

short term overloads of current to the load without causing the load to

be disconnected from the source. In addition to the preset time delay,

the basic circuit breaker was further modified to provide an automatic

reset whenever the overload condition is corrected.

A new threshold detector circuit was developed to provide a 

preset time delay and to provide hysteresis free level detection. This 

new circuit combines a transformer coupled, regenerative trigger circuit 

and an integrator circuit. The transformer coupled, regenerative trigger 

circuit operates in an astable mode when the input approaches the thres

hold level, and the integrator circuit provides a ramp output which must 

exceed a•given trigger level for the memory circuit, thus providing the 

desired time delay. A magnetoresistive transducer was also developed 

which can provide current level sensing while introducing essentially 

zero voltage drop in the current carrying conductor! The circuit uses 

a pair of magnetoresistors in a temperature stable configuration.

A series voltage regulator with built-in overload protection was

65
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developed as an example design of an electronic circuit breaker. A 

resistor is used as the transducer, a transformer coupled, regenerative 

trigger and integrator circuit as the threshold detector and preset time 

delay, a monostable multivibrator as the memory and automatic reset, and 

the series pass transistor of the regulator as the electronic switch.

Concerning the various types of circuit breaker problems and 

where the various approaches presented apply* the basic circuit breaker, 

can be used whenever one is assured that the load will not require 

transient surges of current during normal operation. A preset time delay 

capability is necessary whenever the load requires short-term transient 

overloads of current during normal operation. Also, an automatic reset 

capability is available whenever it is required.

A Schmitt trigger can be used as a threshold detector if a preset 

time delay is not required and if the input supply voltage remains 

essentially constant. The transformer coupled, regenerative trigger and 

integrator circuit can be used as a threshold detector when the preset 

time delay is required or the input voltage is not constant.

A resistor can be used as a transducer whenever the voltage drop 

across the resistor can be tolerated, for example, when the resistor can 

be incorporated in’a voltage regulator.. The magnetoresistive transducer 

must be used whenever a drop cannot be tolerated across the transducer, 

for example, when the overload protection is to be provided for the 

output,of an existing regulator. It is then necessary to choose the 

appropriate circuits for the problem at hand and to interconnect the 

chosen circuits into a functional electronic circuit breaker.
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